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/EINPresswire.com/ -- The video

streaming software market size is

expected to grow from USD 11.0 billion

in 2023 to USD 25.5 billion by 2028 at a

Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR)

of 18.3% during the forecast period. The

growing preference for online streaming

services over traditional Tv, growth in

demand for real-time videos are the some of the opportunities for the video streaming software

market growth. The lack of accessibility to strong video infrastructure represents a significant

challenge for the growth of the video streaming software market.
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Some of the major vendors offering video streaming software across the globe include IBM (US),

Kaltura (US), Panopto (US), Brightcove, (US), Haivision (US), Vimeo (US), VBrick (US), Qumu (US),

Sonic Foundry (US), Agile Content (Spain), MediaPlatform (US), Akamai (US), Edgio (US),

Dailymotion (France), Netgem (France), Vixy (Netherlands), Kinura (England), Piksel (Italy), Hive

Streaming (Sweden), SproutVideo (US), Wowza (US), Dacast (US), Zixi (US), Kollective Technology

(US), Muvi (US), Movingimage (Germany), VIDIZMO (US), Ravnur (US), uStudio, (US), CONTUS

TECH (India), and Vidyard (Canada).

The video streaming software market refers to the industry that develops and provides software

solutions for streaming and delivering video content over the internet. It encompasses a wide

range of software tools and platforms used by businesses and individuals to create, manage,

and distribute video content to their audiences.

Here are some key aspects of the video streaming software market:

Video Hosting and Delivery Platforms: Video streaming software includes platforms that enable

hosting and delivery of video content. These platforms provide the infrastructure and tools to
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upload, store, transcode, and deliver videos efficiently and securely over the internet. They often

incorporate content delivery networks (CDNs) to ensure smooth playback and minimize

buffering.

Live Streaming Solutions: Live streaming software allows users to broadcast real-time video

content to their audience. It enables individuals and organizations to stream live events,

webinars, conferences, gaming sessions, and other interactive experiences. Live streaming

software typically includes features such as real-time chat, audience engagement tools, and

analytics.

Video on Demand (VOD) Platforms: VOD software enables the creation and distribution of on-

demand video content. These platforms allow users to upload, organize, and monetize their

video libraries. VOD platforms often include features like content management systems,

payment gateways, user authentication, and personalized recommendations.

Video Analytics and Monetization Tools: Video streaming software often incorporates analytics

tools to track viewer engagement, video performance, and audience demographics. These

insights help content creators and businesses understand their viewership, optimize content

strategies, and make data-driven decisions. Monetization features, such as ad insertion, pay-per-

view, and subscription models, are also included in some streaming software solutions.

Video Editing and Production Tools: Some video streaming software offers integrated video

editing and production tools to enhance the quality and appearance of video content. These

tools allow users to edit, trim, add effects, and customize their videos before publishing them for

streaming.

Multi-platform Compatibility: Video streaming software supports streaming to various devices

and platforms, including web browsers, mobile apps, smart TVs, and streaming media players.

This ensures that video content can reach a wide range of viewers across different devices and

operating systems.

Integration with Third-Party Services: Video streaming software often integrates with other third-

party services and platforms. This includes social media platforms for seamless sharing and

promotion of video content, advertising networks for monetization, and customer relationship

management (CRM) systems for audience management and engagement.

Enterprise Video Streaming: Many businesses and organizations utilize video streaming software

for internal communications, training, and webinars. Enterprise video streaming solutions offer

secure and scalable platforms for companies to deliver video content within their organization.
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The video streaming software market has experienced significant growth due to the increasing

popularity of online video consumption and the rise of video-centric platforms. With the

proliferation of streaming services, social media video content, and the need for businesses to

engage their audiences through video, the demand for video streaming software is expected to

continue growing.
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